8 Inch
Mainline Crawler
This Crawler Does It All!
Pipe Inspection from 8” to 72”
General Features
▬▬ Forward/Reverse/Automatic Freewheel
▬▬ Single Swivel connector at rear of crawler - reduces wear and damage to connection
▬▬ Utilizes chain versus cables to connect to video cable (adjustable)
▬▬ Industry compatible - can be installed on any multi-conductor system with an
appropriate adaptor cable
▬▬ No manhole entry required. Special lowering/retrieval harness provided
▬▬ Quick and simple lift wheel change for different pipe size inspection
▬▬ Powerful 0.2HP gear motor with cut steel gear planetary reduction gearhead.
▬▬ Unique belt drive provides superior traction
▬▬ Long-lasting, maintenance-free drive belts providing 4 wheel drive
▬▬ User can carry out all normal maintenance such as replacement of seals, bearings
and drive gears
8 In

▬▬ Powerful, yet compact enough to handle all Contractor needs
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▬▬ 0-60’ Per Minute
▬▬ Crawler width (without wheels): 5½”
▬▬ Overall Length (with camera): 28”
▬▬ Foam filled wheels ensures no reduction in traction as with air inflated tires

Elevator for Large Pipe Inspections (Optional)
▬▬ Provides 36” - 72” Pipe inspection capabilities
▬▬ Remote controlled elevator and additional lighting optional
▬▬ No additional power supply needed for large pipe inspections
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Cobra Crawlers Maximize the Productivity and Earning Potential of
Your Inspection Equipment
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“We have used the Cobra Crawlers for 10 years with minimal problems. They just
continue to work day after day. The 8 inch Crawler is extremely powerful and
the belt drive has amazing traction in PVC and grease.”
Clarence Baldwin,
McCullough Rehab - Wilsonville, AL
All Specifications subject to change.
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So Advanced … It’s Simple
www.cobratec.com

sales@cobratec.com

4806 Wright Dr. Bldg. C Smyrna, GA. 30082

800-443-3761

